Folding Mechanism of Proteins Im7 and Im9: Insight from All-Atom Simulations in Implicit and Explicit Solvent.
Im7 and Im9 are evolutionary related proteins with almost identical native structures. In spite of their structural similarity, experiments show that Im7 folds through a long-lived on-pathway intermediate, while Im9 folds according to two-state kinetics. In this work, we use a recently developed enhanced path sampling method to generate many folding trajectories for these proteins, using realistic atomistic force fields, in both implicit and explicit solvent. Overall, our results are in good agreement with the experimental ϕ values and with the result of ϕ-value-restrained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. However, our implicit solvent simulations fail to predict a qualitative difference in the folding pathways of Im7 and Im9. In contrast, our simulations in explicit solvent correctly reproduce the fact that only protein Im7 folds through a on-pathway intermediate. By analyzing our atomistic trajectories, we provide a physical picture which explains the observed difference in the folding kinetics of these chains.